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A Sinner
 
Wed,07/27/2016 - 04: 07 -  Afouse
 
i am a sinner and i know that
 
i have done many wrong things
 
lord please forgive me
 
 
 
lord please forgive me for
 
all the wrongs things i had
 
done
 
 
 
my sins are so big they are black
 
yes very black i regrete ever doing
 
what i did i know it was bad o lord
 
please forgive me
 
 
 
my mouth shouts a loud amen
 
for you have forgiven me i am
 
comfort by your word for i know
 
 
 
my sins have been forgiven
 
they where black as chacoal
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but white as snow now o praise to him
 
Afouse Neyinda
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After That
 
i walked slowly less i darshed
me foot against a stone but thanks
to a man i never saw who pulled away the stone
i was at the point of lossing my hands but
thanks to a man i never saw
i have been moving around searching
for the person who rescued me
i never gave up untill discouragement
gave up
i was conforted untill confort came to myhouse
 
 
 
 
 
she came for a visit for a reason i never
knew of
but i was afraid untill fear feared me
i asked who she was but she said nothing
rather going out
i was latter on disappointed untill
appointment came to me
i was appointed into a treasure land
every one oughtto search for his or her own
treasure
 
 
 
 
but no one told me how it was been done
it was so difficult
i had to picture inother to know the nature
of the presure that was exertet on me untill
pleasure came to me saying do not be discourage
since courage was your name
i continued my journey to tresure land
untill i meet a rock
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but no one seems to go near the rock
i tried ignoring it but my spirit will not let me
my heart was woundered qbout what could be found behine
the rock
 
 
 
 
but i remembered that my name was courage
i tried pulling the rock but my efort was lesser
the load but i never gave up
i finally pulled the rock away but i
could not find any thing
after that
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Aids
 
there is a name in which
we all must fight
that name so small
but strongh
 
 
that name has destroyed
many lifes and seperated
many farmilies
 
 
oh that name is aids
we must all rise up and
fight against that name
 
 
 
oh aids you are so wicked
oh aids you are so harmful
you destroy our lifes
 
 
 
you seperate us from
our love ones and farmilies
oh aids you are so small but
 
 
dengerous
 
Afouse Neyinda
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As A Free Man
 
i wish i was free
like the birds in th sky
no one controls them
on how to feed or love
 
 
 
oh as a free man
that was my dream
niether i nor you choosed to be a tied man
 
 
 
when i look at the birds in the sky,
i dream of flying one day
never the less that dream is still
far to be a dream oh as a free man
 
Afouse Neyinda
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At Night
 
i never knew i will do that until i
just when out during the night
i may be the first going out during the
night but i miss the night a lot
so i had to go out
 
 
 
i am moving on night although it is dangerous  
i still went out i am walking on fire
yes i know that i am on fire the beast and demons
that walk during the night i feared none of them for
the night was not made just for them 
 
 
 
it was to late mom i could not come back
do not worry your heart i am save you may thing that
i had no place to lay on but i am still on
i will be back i know the night is bad
 
 
 
 
dad i am save i know you are worried
fire is on my way both forward and backward
i see fire it shall take long for the poor boy to
be back
i do not know what got into my mine to go out at night
it was a bad idea so forgive me i am very sorry
 
 
i am coming back
 
Afouse Neyinda
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At Snow Play
 
it is snow play every
one outsidesinging swim
swim fly away
 
 
some are with their love
ones some are with their friends
i stood by the windpw side of
my house watching them like in
a christmas movie
 
 
it was attractive but nothing else
i could do while enjoying
i was in the house with a broken leg
 
 
could notwalk to the
snow play than waiting
for the next snow play
 
Afouse Neyinda
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At The Cross
 
at the foot of the cross
where mercy flows like larva
flowing out of a mountian
 
 
 
this mercy flows and over takes me
like the larva flows and over takes
trees and houses found at the foot
of the mountian
 
 
 
i depend on this mercy for forgiveness
because i know there is no other mercy
that can wash away my sins like that of the cross
oh at the foot of the cross
 
Afouse Neyinda
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At The Foresst
 
do you remembe?
at the forest where we meet
i was in the deepest part of the forest
 
 
 
 
you came from noway and
saved my live from the mouth of the lions
oh at the forest
 
 
i can now see the moon and the sun
because of what you did
i hope some day i do same to you
 
Afouse Neyinda
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At The Point
 
at the point where we meet
that point remains in my memory
i had a nice time with you,
 
 
 
i hope this will not end
at the point where i got
my happiness
if not of you, then who else?
 
 
 
at the point
oh at the point
the distance is not too far i am coming
 
Afouse Neyinda
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At The River
 
down by the river
where it sweems
with birds around
 
 
 
singing and flying
making lovely sounds
a litter girl sitting
 
 
 
washing her cloths
she sings and sings
so sweet and jumps
 
 
into the waters and 
a slow song is heared deep
in the water she get out
 
 
 
the song stops she call
her mother to bring her soap
 
Afouse Neyinda
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At Work
 
life time is working
time spend no idle
day grap every passing
 
 
 
hour as a precious time
glad to help the sorrow
glad to symperthise
 
 
 
work ever work is the best
time singing songs of victory
singing songs of praise
 
 
oh glad to share with the poor
glad to help the poor work ever work
is the best time
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Ceteris Paribus
 
all things being equal
but yet we still discriminate
we are all equall
 
 
 
we where all created
by one man no matter
our colour hieght or
tribe
 
 
 
 
so let not a white tell
me that a black has no use
nor a black tell me that
 
 
 
we are not whites so
we will notlove them
we are all brothers and
sisters
 
 
 
from one origine we all
leave on earth so let our ideas
together and help those who
cannot help them selfs inother
to build a better world
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Christmas
 
oh christmas how joyful
you are you never visit
us withoutbringing with
you along good things
 
 
 
good things that makes
us happy your day is always
the best of all
 
 
 
even the rains and snow
respect your day
war respect your day oh christmas
 
 
 
your day is known as a
time recongsiliation
and a time for forgiveness
 
 
 
oh christmas you have brought
unity amonghst our farmily
members and friends
 
 
 
o your day remains the best
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Dear Lord
 
i'm a sinner lord, i know i've wrong you in many ways but i pray for forgiveness.
 
i merrit not your pardon for my sins are too many but dear lord i believe in the
power of your forgiveness for i come with a humble hear before you
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Do You Remember?
 
when an application
was something you wrote
inother to apply for a job
 
 
 
when a window was
something you hated to clean
a ram was the cousin to a goat
 
 
 
when meg was your girl friend's name
the keyboard was your piano
but now they all mean different things.
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Down The Valley
 
There's this kind of strange thing that usually happen when i get down the valley.
I'm like confuse whether revealing it is the best thing or not
There's this king of thing that usually happen,
when i go down the valley.
There's is person i usually meet when i go down the valley.
 
 
 
There's this thing is usually do when i go down the valley,
I'm afraid to reveal it, but hope that i find someone in which,
i will reveal it to.
 
 
This valley is indeed a valley and i find it very difficult going there,
But, i have no choice because that's where my happiness comes from.
 
 
 
Did i just say happiness?
Happiness indeed, i won't be going there any more.
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Far Away I Wondered
 
i have wondered but i am coming
 
back the paths i took was too long
 
i have trod, oh friends i am coming back
 
 
 
i am coming back i have wasted my
 
precious hours and years now i am
 
coming back i now repent with bitter tears
 
 
 
oh i am coming back i am tired of
 
staying away from my farmily and my
 
love ones i hope they will all wellcome
 
me back
 
 
 
my soul is sick, and my heart
 
is sore now i am coming back
 
i hope my farmily prepare a place
 
for me
 
 
 
oh i took i step that makes me regrete
 
today oh yes i repent
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Afouse Neyinda
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Forgive Me My Love
 
i hope you fine a place
in your heart and forgive me
my love i know i hurt you
 
 
 
i am sorry i left you all alone
please forgive me
you may not wish to come back with me
 
 
 
even so please forgive me
i know i breaked your heart
i am sorry i am sorry
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Friends And Realfriends
 
the world is full of
people but real friends
are very few
we see friends around us
but so difficult to find real friends
 
 
 
 
thou must make it choose wisely
such that you do not fall
into the fiery darts of friendship
 
 
 
it is so difficult seeing a beam
of light projected by a friend to
a morning bright by a real friend
 
 
 
 
polite you will enjoy friendship
open to many people but take advices from few
less you fall into trouble
 
 
 
 
it was so difficult having a
lovely and real friend like you
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Going Home
 
i am going back home
since there is nothing good doing here
i thought that leaving home was the
best solution
 
 
 
i now know that staying
with your family and friends is best
i am sorry for the step i toke
 
 
 
i have realised my mistake
i hope my farmily and friends will
find a place in thier heart to forgive me
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Great Star
 
great is the morning star that shines like
the morning glow
morning to morning it brightness never ends
all that i have wish is to be under the shadow of the great
and morning star
 
 
 
 
great is the morning always accompanied by
the morning due
it shines such that no one can look at it eye to eye
the glow brought by the star flows like  snow down a mountain
and over take men
 
 
 
great is the morning star even darkness can never
over come it men always gather at the center of
the kingdom just to view the morning star
every man will always desire to have beam of the
fall on their faces
trouble do come in the night but joy cometh in the
morning
 
 
 
 
oh great is it faithfulness morning over morning
your faithfulness i see
all that i have desired is to take part in your blessings
oh great is the morning star unto thee
 
 
 
 
all men will gather just to look at your brightness
from generation to generation your mercy remains the same
oh great things you do
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great are your works
 
Afouse Neyinda
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He Is Knocking
 
he who bore our load
of sin as he knocks
and ask permission
 
 
sinners will you let
him in
room for pleasure room
for buisness
 
 
but for christ the crucified
not a place that he can enter
in your heart
 
for wcich he died
have you any tme for him
as in grace he calls again
 
 
o today is time
for tomorrow you may call in vain
 
 
 
room and time now
give to him soon will
pass away  the day of grace
 
thy heart left cold
and silent and thy
savior pleeding cease
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Home Alone
 
i was left alone
and i had nothing doing
when you came to me and
introduced this game that made me so happy
 
 
 
i will never forget it
even where friendship ends,
i will still remember you
oh home alone you came to me
 
 
 
when i was alone
and made me happy
when i had nothing doing oh home alone
 
Afouse Neyinda
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I Can See From Afar
 
i can see him from afar
someone coming by door
now i see him by my door
 
 
 
with fire in his eyes
with blessings in his winds
he is waiting for me to come and open the door
 
 
 
i am nearer to open the door
and now i can see someone
standing by my door
 
 
 
with fire in his eyes and blessings
in his winds to bless someone
who belives just open up
your heart and recieve from him
 
Afouse Neyinda
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I Hear Avoice
 
some one is calling my name
yes i can hear a voice, but so
difficult to capture his words
it sounds like a man's voice
oh some one is calling my name
some body please hear my prayer
since i have no one to share with,
i decided to make a loud noise.
 
 
 
 
some one please sing this song withme
any time i'm at the point of giving up
i hear a voice calling my name every day
it seems to me as if my name is so sweet
but never the less i don't think so
i love hearing that voice call my name every day and night
it's so sweet getting the sound produced by that voice
 
 
 
 
oh i hear a voice calling my name, but so confused
i am.i know it is for correction since
my daily life is full of ups and downs
i just wanted to have awalk down the valley
as the voice called me again
 
Afouse Neyinda
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I Love You
 
I love you, you are my best friend,
I wan to spend the rest of my life with you,
I feel for for, I will always care for you.
 
 
 
 
I promise not to ever dismiss your thoughts from my heart
Your opinions and emotions will always remain deep in my heart
How can I stop loving you?
Even death can't stop me from loving you
 
 
 
You look great in every thing you do,
I feel comfortable with all what you do
I love you deeply
 
 
 
 
Last night, I looked up to the stars
and matched each one with a reason why I love you
until i ran out of stars
 
 
 
 
I sent an angel last night to watch over you,
but it returned back a minute and I asked why?
it told me that eangels don't watch over aengels
You're like an aengle to me
 
 
 
If I was to choose between breathing and loving you,
I will use my last breath to say i love you.
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Afouse Neyinda
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I Need A Scholarship
 
Do you think am kidding?
if it was so, i won't be writting this to the world.
I've got great dreams, but my environment won't allow me fulfill the.
 
 
 
Do you think i'm jocking?
i tell you, i'm a scientist but i love writing poems
you shouldn't think i'm kidding here.
 
 
I need a scholarship indeed, i wanna go futher.
There are things i know and believe no one knows them except me
but my environment is not encouraging for me.
 
 
Any help her? i will be ready to accept your help.
I got great dreams for the world and i,
i want to make this world a better place for all of us,
but first i need a scholoarship,
i need to change me environment.
 
 
I will be very glad if you grant me my reauest.
 
Afouse Neyinda
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If I Had A Friend
 
when my heart is full of pain and
    agony, i just wish i had a friend.
my mouth is heavy and my back is full
  of loads, if i had a friend who could
just pull away the load off my back,
 i had been happy.
 
 
 
 
when the world rejects you and you
fill guilty of nothing, you just wish you
had a  could hold you by the side
and say 'let's go' such that your heart's pain is taken away
 
 
 
 
if i had a friend, what i'm doing,
could have been what i'm not doing
since some advices could have been tapped
to my ears.
 
 
 
 
i hear the voice of some one, like that of
a friend.I wish it was so but never the less it might be
so some day but my mind says no
 
Afouse Neyinda
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In The Heathen Darkness
 
i hear the voices of souls
being lost forever
o who will go telling salvation story
 
 
 
looking to the savoir
counting not the cost
all power is given unto he
 
 
 
o all power is given to
he who decides to go into the
heathen darkness
 
 
 
see the world wide open
inviting soldiers of christ
to arise and enter
 
 
 
o awake and go into the
heathen darkness
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Liar! I'm Not
 
i nevered called you a liar, but you are a liar
 
since you made your self one.
 
i nevered said you were ugly, but ugly since you made
 
your self one.
 
 
 
 
 
you lied to me and that made you become
 
a liar.
 
you bitrayed the love i had for you and that made you
 
ugly.
 
 
 
 
 
now, i want to be alone for i trust no one
 
why do you keep on saying you'er not a liar
 
wheras you are? .
 
 
 
 
 
i latter discorvered that there's no gain in loving
 
a liar
 
i didn't call you a liar but you made your
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self one
 
 
 
 
 
there are so many liars uot here and you are
 
one of them because you made your self one
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Lonely
 
i have been living
in a world where no
one cares for another
a world of loneliness
 
 
 
i have nothing interesting
to do than writing peoms
my loneliness is more
than dat of an orphant
an orphant leave in an
orphanage
 
 
 
 
no one cares for me
i got no one to eat with or
play with
the only thing i am able to is
the moving wind
 
 
 
 
i hear the wind moving and a vioce
is beenn heared out of it saying lonely
lonely i see someone lonely just look at it
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Looking Up To Thee
 
oh lamb of calvary
divine saviour
hear me while i pray
 
 
 
 
take all my sorrows away
oh lead me from this day
be wholly thine
 
 
 
may yourgrace impart
strenght to my fainting heart
my zeal inspire
 
 
 
as thou hast died for me
oh may my love for you never end
while life griefs me i prat you confort me
 
 
 
 
never let me stray
from thine aside
oh help me i look opon thee
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Love And Answers
 
if love is sweet then why does it hurt if love warm then why do we shiever if love
is forever then why do we die and if love builds why do we fall oh love i need an
answer to all these questions
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Love In A Dream
 
i love you because i dream of you,
i love you because i can't stop seeing
you in my dream but, this dream can't come true
a dream of being with you, i of feeling a breeze
pass through your lips into mine, just a dream
 
 
 
 
i prefer seeing you in my dreams than
in reality because in my dreams, i can see and touch
you
i feel like in my dreams there's no
barrier in loving you my love
i love you in a free dream than in a free
life
 
 
 
 
you once rejected me in reality
but in my dreams, you keep on telling me
how much you love that's my reason
i pray you some where, some how, dream of me too.
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Love Lifted Me
 
write my self a little poem and give the whole world to read alone i call it love
poem for you who knows how sweet the poem could be i just say love lifted me
oh oh oh love lifted me when love illness will visite me i say love lifted me
 
Afouse Neyinda
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My Broken Heart
 
my broken heart please don't let me down! but it seems like you are not getting,
i fell inlove not to fall out of it, my reason for falling was to build me up and not
to break my heart
 
 
 
my broken hear is in pain i wonder if my heart can be rearrange
 
Afouse Neyinda
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My Tears
 
someone is cying aloud
oh my lord please get his cry
someone is crying out bitter tears
oh my gush get this now.
 
 
 
oh lord hear my cry as i lift my
voice and say you are god
zhen trouble comes your way and
your heart is full of bitter tears
you ought to cry out for he my get your voice
 
 
 
oh lord get my wrigh for i cry
to you for redemption, my eyes are full
of sour water since i poured my heart into tears
 
 
 
some body fills like no one cares
some body singsthis prais as i lift my
voice and say you are great
 
Afouse Neyinda
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On This Rock
 
on this rock i put my thrust
a rock that can not be shaken
it is on this same rock that i get my happiness
 
 
 
 
and shelter
my feets have been jiont to this rock
i fear no evil that cometh my way
becaus i know in what i put my thrust
 
 
 
on this rock on which i stand,
will remain part of me and i part of it
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Only You
 
You are the source of life i can't live without you
You are the only one i trust
When tears flow from my eyes like a water-fall you are the only one who dry
them off
 
 
You are my strengh i can not be left behind
Oh i need you near me,
if you leave me,
Where else will go?
You are the only only one i need near me
 
 
 
 
Life is useless without you, i'm useles without you
please don't let me down
You presence brings joy in my life
 
 
 
I need closer to me, if go far away from me,
I will not bear it
I will follow you, no one can make happy as you do.
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Real Love
 
i was seeking for real love but i never found it oh real love where are you i have
been searching for you for a very long time just tell me where you are so that i
can get to you like a magnet to a magnetic material oh real love where are you
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Some One Help Me
 
i am running out of
time i am running out
of love
 
 
 
i know i fell inlove
but not i am falling
out of love
 
 
 
oh some one please
help me get out of
this i am sorry love
 
 
 
i am at the point of
giving up oh love help
take me out of this
 
 
 
i need help i am calling
for help please help
i am at the point of losing my
mind
 
 
 
set me on the rock
let my feets be lifted
up oh i am giving up
 
 
 
some one help me
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Afouse Neyinda
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Suffer Long Love
 
love suffer long but it is kind
love does not envy
love does not parade it self
 
 
 
it is not proud love does not
behave rudely it does not provoke
things no evil
 
 
 
love always seek its own
love does not rejoice in lies telling
but in truthfulness
love bears all trials and temptations
 
 
 
it hopes all will be well some day
and endures all things
love never fails so why do we hold love
responsible for our own troubles
 
 
 
so let leave love alone and
face the truth about our selfs
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Sun Set
 
just at a time, i woke up this morning just
to see the sun.
when the night comes trouble comes, many may think
that the night is a period of res, but with, it's not
 
 
 
i prayed all night for morning to come,
i prayed all day for sun set not to reach,
because i know the troubles i encounter every sun set
 
 
 
joy may come in the morning, but sorrow at night
every one in his or her own bed room but no one knows
what's going on there
 
 
 
smiles, smiles, smiles on many faces but,
not knowing what await them during the night,
i regret so
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Tempest Tossed
 
Wed,07/27/2016 - 05: 07 -  Afouse
 
when life blows you and you
 
are tempest tossed
 
when you are discourage
 
 
 
thinking all is gone never forget
 
that it is just a moment of trials
 
when life comes with it burdens
 
and load
 
 
 
you look at it so heavy to carry
 
just bear knowing that it is just a periof of life
 
and it will some day pass away
 
 
 
when you look at others with their
 
cars and riches and you look your self
 
as a poor man never mind it is just
 
a tempest tosse
 
Afouse Neyinda
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The End
 
oh no our ends must sirely come
 
it blows like a slow breez with a
 
very horrible soundlike that of a wolf
 
 
 
it never tells us when it shall visite us or love
 
ones oh the end shall surely come even
 
i speaking my end shall some day come
 
 
 
oh our end shall surely come prepare
 
had for your end for you do not know when
 
it might visit you it does not notify us
before coming, it shall surely come.
 
Afouse Neyinda
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The Giver Of Life
 
woman oh the woman
giver of life without
you nothing could exist
 
 
 
oh woman you are the one who
gave birth to presidents
you are the one who gave
birth to ministers
 
 
 
i sing a song of praise
to you for without you
no one could exist
 
 
 
you are the bark born
of our farmilies
you take care of your
children even in the absence of the man
 
 
 
oh we will always call you mumy
for you are the best of all
creatures
 
Afouse Neyinda
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The Nation
 
i walked through a very long distance
and i decided to raised my head up
i very big nation i saw sorrounded
by seven mountains with two towers
builed on each top of the mountain
 
 
 
an army i saw coming towards the
the nation and its people
but the mountains wont allow them get into the city
i was very amazed seing such a nation
 
 
 
my gratest wish was to be a member of
such a nation but my dreams were far
to become a dream i looked foward and continued my war
 
Afouse Neyinda
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The View Point
 
at my view point where i got a constant position watching all i tried chanching
that position but it was not so my view point was a distance between i and my
dreams i spent alot of time viewing you i had to sacrifies my time and even my
resting time just in favour of the view point finally my happiness came
 
Afouse Neyinda
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To Redemption
 
yes i am leaving home for a walk to redemption i know it wont be easy but i put
my thrust on he who called me to redemption i have left many things behind
including my family and friends i know it wont be easy for them too but i was left
with no chioce than to obey
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Tom, Tom! No Answer
 
Tom! no answer what's gone with that boy?
i wonder? the old lady pulled out her
spectacles down and looked out after them
 
 
 
 
she sheldom, never looked through them
for so small a thing as a boy she thought
for they where her state pairs, the pried of her heart,
and were built ber her for 'style' not service as Tom did
 
 
 
but still loud enough she cried Tom, Yom, Tom
for the boy to hear, well i lay if i get tired of you,
i'll
 
 
 
she did not stop for by this time,
she was bending down, punching under the bed
with a broom, and so, she needed breath as he lifted her head up
to get some air
 
 
 
she went out and open the door,
looked outside, but never stoped shouting
for the boy to hear him but it was imporsible
for the boy had gone too far
 
Afouse Neyinda
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True Love
 
true builds and destroys, true love is sweet and bitter, true love laughs and hurt,
 
true love has broken my heart, true love has hurt me, true love has made things
too difficult for me. i guest if i can still enjoy true love after all it has caused me
 
Afouse Neyinda
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Walk, Walk
 
i've been walking on a free simple
way just to search for someone i had
not to search, if love was just what i think it was,
i couldn't had gone just to search for the person i had
not to search
 
 
 
 
then i walk up and down,
came back home to rest and wrote my self
a little poem and called it a love poem
for you, a love poem indeed
 
 
 
 
what love poem? if i can't see
the person to whom the love poem
is written to,
 
 
 
 
but it's a love poem that comes from
my heart, it comes from the bottom of my heart
why should i walk to you since love can walk for us?
 
 
 
i pray you join me sing this song
a song that comes from the bottom of my heart
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War
 
oh war, a three word latters
easy to spell but very difficult to stop
you distory inocents souls,
 
 
 
 
you seperate families,
you distory nations,
oh war how wicked you are
 
 
 
you are just like a virus
that has nor cure
oh war we hate you
 
 
leave our leaders alone
we do not need your advice
oh war wicked as you are
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Work In The Morning
 
work through the morning hours
work while the dew is sparking
work mid springing flowers
 
 
 
work wile the day grows
brighter under the glowing sun
work for the night is coming
 
 
 
work for the night is coming
where every one is at sleep
fill your brightess hour with
labour
 
 
not with sleep for the night
comes where one sleeps
and rest
 
 
 
work till the last beam fadeth
fadeth to shine no more
work when night is still to come
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You And I
 
in your next walk of life where friendship never ends i may not be the most
important person in your life i just hope that when you hear my name you smile
and say that is my friend
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You And I, Just A Chance
 
Just the both of us, i mean the both of us
When i think of you and i on an eagle's winds,
flying above all trails, difficulties, and temptation,
i feel much more happy thank you think.
 
 
 
You and i, you'r my great and morning star,
the joy of my life,
can you get me deep into your heart?
 
 
I wish there was another means for me to express my joy,
when am with you,
when i am with you, i feel lifted up above all my sorrows,
i'm a hero when i lie at your side.
 
 
Just give me a chance to be with you,
even if it was just for a moment,
i will be very happy.
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Youths As Dove
 
oh our youths how grate you are
harmless as a dove you are the
power bank of our country
 
 
 
you decide on weather there should be peace
or war you are the nation builders
your presence brings joy to the population
 
 
 
without the country arm force
will die you are the pillar of the world
you are the defender of your country
 
 
 
oh how grace you are
the old and unable depend on
you because you have shown them how great
and responsible you are
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